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The role of IT in energy systems: the digital
revolution as part of the problem or part of
the solution
F. Kupzog OVE, IEEE , R. King, M. Stefan

The architectural design of our energy systems dates back to a time without information technology (IT). Over time, IT was applied
where it increased efficiency and safety. About 12 years ago, the Smart Grid era began. In the meantime, we talk about digitalization.
Electrical energy systems require embedded systems, Internet of Things, computation clusters and data analytics. However, IT also has
another role in the energy system, namely that of a substantial consumer. Crypto currencies and data centers are on the rise. We
analyze impacts on energy demand and discuss risks and chances of this development.
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Die Rolle von IT im Energiesystem: die digitale Revolution als Teil des Problems und Teil der Lösung.

Die Architektur unserer Energieversorgungssysteme stammt aus einer Zeit vor dem Einsatz von Informationstechnologie (IT). Der Einsatz
von IT fand zuerst dort statt, wo Effizienz und Sicherheit verbessert werden konnten. Vor ca. zwölf Jahren brach das Zeitalter der Smart
Grids an. Inzwischen sprechen wir von Digitalisierung; und Embedded Systems, Internet of Things, Rechencluster und Data Analytics
sind aus dem elektrischen Energiesystem nicht mehr wegzudenken. Doch IT nimmt auch eine zweite Rolle im Energiesystem ein: die
als Energieverbraucher. Kryptowährungen und Datencenter verzeichnen große Wachstumsraten. Welche Auswirkungen hat dies auf
den Energieverbrauch und welche Risiken bzw. Chancen ergeben sich daraus?
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1. Introduction
De-carbonization through digitalization – this is an essential ap-
proach followed in many energy-relevant areas such as energy pro-
vision, industrial processes and mobility. But the worldwide digital
revolution also has its own growing share of energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions consequently. But how concretely can
energy consumption and/or greenhouse gas emission be reduced by
digitalization? And what will happen with the growing energy de-
mand of IT systems? The fast-growing energy demand of crypto
currencies that exceed the total power demand of whole countries
with increasing size is still in mind. Similar technologies are strong
candidates to be applied in energy trading – will this be counter-
productive? This article takes a look at IT in energy and also energy
in IT.

2. Energy in IT systems
In the design of IT systems, power consumption has always played
an important role. Not primarily for energy cost or green reasons,
but because in highly integrated digital circuits significant amounts
of waste heat power densities occur and temperatures have to be
kept in safe bounds. Power densities of 50-75 W per square cen-
timeter chip area can easily occur in computer processors [1]. The
prime drivers for energy consumption of digital circuits can be dis-
tinguished in static and dynamic effects. Dynamic effects stem from
the short time span in which logical states change from zero to one
or vice versa. Gate capacities must be charged or discharged in this
time, and the power dissipation is data dependent. The static effect

has increased with smaller and smaller integration sizes. As isola-
tion layers became thinner, leakage currents increased. Reduction
of operation voltage, dynamic clock frequencies, and switching off
unused logical blocks are typical strategies to reduce power con-
sumption in digital circuits.

There are considerable aggregation effects on micro and macro
scale. For a single chip, Gordon Moore predicted already in 1965,
that the number of components on a single integrated circuit would
double every year [2]. This prediction became known as “Moores
Law” and proved to be correct until today – an end of this trend
will be expected in 2025 [3]. Every component (typically transistors)
contribute to the power demand of the integrated circuit. On the
macro level, data centers come into play, where availability of low
cost and highly available electric energy is an important site selection
factor. Finally, the world-wide energy consumption of IT systems, in-
cluding data centers, personal computers, networking infrastructure
etc., has reached significant figures over the last years.

2.1 Data center energy demand
The contribution of data centers to the worldwide greenhouse gas
emissions reached 2 % of the global emissions in 2017, equally large
as the aviation sector emissions [4]. Increased use of data centers is
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more than evident. The amount of Internet traffic has tippled within
the last three years (IEA, 2018), and the worldwide data center ca-
pacity is expected to double from 2016 to 2021 [5]. Reasons for this
increase can be experienced by each of us. The technical and so-
cietal development of online services, the massive growth in cloud
services, which do typically not replace local computation but pro-
vide additional services such as social media, trade platforms, mass
storage and many others.

With these figures in mind, a strong impact on global data center
energy demand growth could be expected. Only very few studies
focus on global data center energy demand, since there is a lack
of bottom-up data for such an analysis. Studies from 2015, such
as Avgerinou et al., assume an exponentially growth in energy de-
mand of data centers (see Fig. 1). However, the actual development
has turned out very different, according to [6] or [7] (Fig. 1). The
growth between 2010 and 2020 was only in the range of a few
percent. With this, the share of data centers in global electricity con-
sumption has stayed at around 1 % in the last decade (IEA, 2018
and [8]).

The reason for this very moderate demand development is that
the technological structure of data centers worldwide has signifi-
cantly changed. The number of data centers has increased, but they
are more efficient and larger compared to the traditional asset base.
Existing data centers have often been updated to increase their ef-
ficiency. While in 2010, servers consumed as much as data center
infrastructure (both around 90 TWh/year), server demand has in-
creased with more data centers installed in 2018, but infrastruc-
ture demand went down to 50 TWh/year, which is a significant ef-
ficiency gain [7]. A key measure is to target the cooling demand,
reduce need for active cooling and increase operation tempera-
tures [4].

Arguably, looking at data centers only is not grasping the full
energy demand of ICT. More distributed computing infrastructure,
such as handheld devices, personal computers, automation equip-
ment and networking infrastructure would also need to be consid-
ered for a full picture. One particular ICT application, which often
comes with dedicated computational hardware in form of arrays of
graphics processors, and therefore only partly is accounted for in the
data center scope, is Blockchain mining.

2.2 Blockchain technology evolution
Over the past five years, Blockchains have been discussed very heav-
ily not only in technical circles, but in popular culture and me-
dia as well. One reason for this is the success of Bitcoin, a virtual
currency based on Blockchain technologies that has been on-line
since 2009, proving the feasibility and robustness of the concept.
Less-deserved reasons for this hype however are the asset bubbles
that have been inflated by numerous cryptocurrencies, including Bit-
coin, which have nothing to do with the fundamental usefulness of
Blockchain technologies.

There are many different implementations of Blockchains, which
are characterized primarily by whether they are intended for pub-
lic (or open or permissionless) or private (or closed or permissioned)
networks, by which Consensus Protocol they use, and by whether
and how they support Smart Contracts. Both Bitcoin and Ethereum
are examples of public Blockchains supported by the Nakamoto con-
sensus protocol, more commonly referred to as “proof of work”
(PoW). Ethereum is distinguished by its additional support of “Smart
Contracts”, in reality a Turing-complete programming language that
can be integrated with the validation of transactions in that net-
work.

Fig. 1. Comparison of worldwide data center energy demand scenar-
ios and estimated Bitcoin network demand

PoW consensus mechanisms are very energy-inefficient, relying on
a computationally intensive guessing game to produce hash values
of transaction blocks that have specific characteristics. Whichever
participating node wins the game is allowed to publish the next
valid transaction block in the Blockchain. Estimates suggest that the
Bitcoin network expends around 56 TWh/year [9] carrying out the
calculations for the consensus mechanism. This comes in the range
of Austria’s annual electricity demand. Based on figures in [4], this
results in approximately 0.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions.
Clearly this type of consensus is not environmentally friendly or sus-
tainable. Figure 1 depicts an estimate of the Bitcoin system demand
based on mining data, and brings this into context of worldwide
data center demand (Bitcoin mining is often done on dedicated
hardware). The large dip in the curve corresponds to the bitcoin
crash at the end of 2018.

Less energy is required with the so-called “proof of stake” (PoS)
approach, in which the probability of stakeholder being chosen to
publish a block is proportional to his stake as recorded in the ledger
itself. Several PoS protocols embracing this idea have been shown
to achieve provable security guarantees in various models [10] and
[11]. PoS however has the disadvantage of concentrating decision-
making power in a Blockchain network. The Ethereum community
is working on a shift to this mechanism.

Another approach is to abandon the public Blockchain and focus
on private or permissioned networks. Consensus in such networks is
an example of the Byzantine General Problem, as described in [12].
Ripple and Tendermint are examples of implementations that rely on
variations of Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance [13] as their consen-
sus mechanism. While these approaches are far more economical in
terms of energy consumption, they require a large volume of net-
work messaging between the participating consensus nodes, which
can lead to scalability problems in large private networks.

3. IT in energy systems
As in any other domain, energy systems without information and
communication technologies would be unimaginable today. IT is a
key enabler for replacing fossil-based power generation with renew-
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ables [14]. It helps to make energy consumption processes in indus-
try more efficient [15]. And it helps to efficiently run our electric
power grids.

Nevertheless, the original designers of our continent-spanning
power system did have no microprocessors, glass fibers, satellite
communication, or time synchronization available. Consequently,
technical communication in the power transmission system is or-
ganized using a physical broadcast parameter: the grid frequency.
Balancing supply and demand in any time instance is done based
on power-frequency droop control, essentially a distributed propor-
tional control architecture based on the grid frequency as controlled
variable [16]. Nevertheless, for planning, operation and analysis of
power systems, the use of IT systems is ever increasing. The main
application areas of ICT in power systems today are energy tariffing
and trading, grid planning, automation and control, grid integration
of renewables and electric mobility, energy management, electrical
protection, cyber security and many data-based applications such as
(predictive) maintenance. In all these areas significant research and
development efforts are taking place.

3.1 Tariffing and trading: from smart meters to flexibility
platforms

While bulk energy trading went through a similar digitalization path
like many other trading platforms, including experimentation with
Blockchains (see e.g. [17]), new market and tariffing models on
smaller scale are often based on Smart Meters. This technology that
is currently rolled out in European countries using different IT archi-
tectures and approaches aims to increase end-use energy efficiency,
allows load profile based tariffing schemes and is often also seen
as the key hardware for digital distribution grid operation. The roll-
out of Smart Meters comes with many more than only technical
challenges (see e.g. [18] for the Dutch case). In case of Austria, the
roll out is still ongoing, initial estimates for efficiency increase were
3,5 % but might not be met in practice as data from the Nether-
lands, UK and Switzerland suggest values in the range of 1 % to
3 % [19]. However, without Smart Meters, only sparse operational
data is available from electrical distribution grids. The introduction
of Smart Meters significantly increases the data availability for elec-
tricity end use and grid loading situations, opening many options for
data analytics.

A currently very active field of IT application in power systems is
activation of flexibility, i.e. the intentional change of power genera-
tion or consumption to reduce peak power or better match demand
and supply. While the necessity to make use of generation and load
flexibility for system balancing in the presence of large amounts of
renewables is known for long, only in recent years implementation
efforts have ramped up in Europe. From an IT perspective, this is
primarily a question of system architecture and interface design (see
e.g. [20]). Figure 2 gives an impression of what kind of information
links are in place today or currently evolving. All this happens in a
multi-stakeholder environment, with energy providers, grid opera-
tors, “prosumers” (energy customers who also feed renewable en-
ergy back into the grid), and aggregators. Aggregators, or “virtual
power plants” (see e.g. [21]), aggregate larger numbers of smaller
units of different kinds, such as renewable energy sources, loads and
flexibilities, and take advantage of better portfolio management.
Only recently, also manufacturers enter this arena with their original
manufacturer equipment clouds (OEM clouds) that pool devices of a
certain manufacturer. The Solar Web cloud system for instance pools
more than a Gigawatt of distributed photovoltaic generation units
[22]. Such manufacturer-specific pools can operate device flexibili-
ties based on different motives than a private energy management

Fig. 2. Landscape of IT Interfaces in power distribution

might do, e.g. based on pricing of an ancillary services market, while
the local system would seek to maximise local energy self-sufficiency.

Once technology is in place to activate flexibilities, it is only a
small step towards flexibility coordination or even flexibility trad-
ing platforms for congestion management in distribution and/or
transmission grids (see e.g. [23]). Local flexibility markets are re-
searched and discussed for several years [24]. Prototypical imple-
mentations are currently on the way in many places, e.g. in the
frame of the German “SINTEG – Schaufenster für intelligente En-
ergie” program, where different underlying principles and architec-
tures are tested, including Blockchain. Also the interaction between
transmission and distribution system operators is to a large extend
a flexibility coordination problem [25]. While flexibility markets are
seen advantageous in terms of formation of prices, market liquid-
ity in localized markets can be an issue as well as the fact that of-
ten the unit that causes congestion is also able to solve the prob-
lem.

3.2 Renewable energy: from direct grid connection to energy
communities

The approach how renewable energies are integrated in the power
system has changed over time. Initial connections of small wind and
photovoltaic units were done on a “fit and forget” basis [26]. With
rising level of distributed generation in distribution grids, more ad-
vanced methods became necessary, since either voltage or current
constraints of the existing infrastructure were – at least nominally –
met. And the role of IT is getting more and more important. Using
appropriate control schemes such as voltage-based reactive power
control and other control techniques, the hosting capacity of exist-
ing distribution grids can be increased by 100 to 200 % over the as
is value [27]. Similar approaches can be used with charging stations
for electrical vehicles with appropriate charging hardware [28].

From a system perspective however, it makes sense to balance lo-
cal renewable generation as close to the source with local loads. En-
ergy communities have received increased attention in recent years
and will be an essential part of the future energy system, since they
define the paradigm change from directly grid-connected renew-
ables to grid-connected communities that run local optimizations
and balancing. This role is confirmed by the European Commission
within the Clean Energy for All Europeans Package and formally ac-
knowledges two different types of energy communities, namely the
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Renewable Energy Community and the Citizen Energy Community
[29].

Energy communities will provide chances for prosumers to store
their surplus energy within storage systems (e.g., within commu-
nity battery storage) for later use and thus, to increase their self-
consumption. On the other hand, additional surplus can be shared
within the community or can be sold to other community mem-
bers, which will increase the community self-consumption. Energy
management systems for communities can be implemented to sup-
port these sharing concepts and to create economic benefits for
the participating customers. This is another potential use case for
Blockchain technology. The Austrian research project Blockchain
Grid implemented such a concept within a small renewable en-
ergy community in Styria and reveals cost savings for residential cus-
tomers in the range of 10% of the total energy costs including grid
fee and taxes [30].

4. Conclusion and outlook
So, is IT finally part of the problem or part of the solution in terms
of de-carbonization of the energy system? As shown, it is both. On
one hand, it is clearly a demand driver, but for technical, structural
and finally also economic reasons, the often postulated unrestricted
growth of IT energy demand is not observable. As integration den-
sity with today’s semiconductor technologies will come to a limit
probably in the next decade, also on the very base of technical de-
velopment we will see a diversification of strategies. Designers will
spend more efforts in reducing the number of transistors needed
for a certain function, resulting in more compact and energy effi-
cient designs. This for sure will have an impact on the way how the
global ICT energy demand will develop. There is however a lack of
bottom-up demand data today, especially given that system bound-
aries need to be taken into account. Technological alternatives in
a neighboring field will also have an impact on energy efficiency:
wide band gap semiconductor materials are entering the power
electronics market and enable more efficient converter designs (see
e.g. [31]).

On the other hand, IT in a magnitude of shapes is a clear en-
abler for energy efficiency and the shift towards renewable sources
of energy. We have looked mostly on electricity here, since de-
carbonization comes with a shift towards electricity as energy car-
rier. The electricity grid will play a key role in a future energy sys-
tem with strongly interlinked, i.e. sector-coupled, energy carriers
such as renewable gas and heat. The digitalization of sector in-
terfaces is a challenge for itself, since critical supply infrastructures
need to be physically and digitally interlinked in a safe and resilient
way.
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